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Remember the first Dungeon and dragon movie? it is garbage. The way it's done, is to have it made by fans for fans. Not
hollywood producers trying to cash in on a name. This is the case with Journey quest, and season 2 continue with the high
standard the first one established.

Along with this serie, i strong recommend you all check out these guys other products, like: Gamers: Dorkness rising.

have fun!

-Lost. One of the most important parts of my childhood. simple but very nice and challenging game. i recommend it.. This game
is fun and unique in its own way. I wouldn't have gone out of my way to buy this, but if you get this in a bundle, its worth giving
it a chance. :). Brings back the spirit and memory of 1995 as no other game does. If you loved Riven, this is your game.
Astonishing content considering this is done by few individuals instead of a big studio.
DON'T fall for a walkthrough, you'll regret it. Take your time to enjoy!
. Controls Sucks
Sounds Terrible
Levels design are awful
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ive tried every way i know how to find the wire to the next step to move forward cant finish this game. 1 LIKE = 1 HAIL
SATAN. The perfect mix of R-Type, Zynaps and Nemesis.

If you are a fan of horizontal scrolling shooters, it’s highly recommended.
If you are a fan of R-Type and/or Zynaps in the ZX Spectrum, it’s OBLIGATORY.

It’s hard to add anything new to the plethora of positive reviews, except this: believe them. It may help, but you don’t have to be
moved by nostalgia or be a fan of the 8-bit aestethics to appreciate the game. It’s a fantastic side-scrolling shooter in its own
right, with a great mix of old and current game mechanics that will keep anyone engaged.

Now go buy it Pilot! For the Glory of Zed!. It's a no from me.. What an amazingly refreshing game. A first-person game with
no bullets; only comedy. It's hilariously frustrating and should not be taken seriously. Various paths, multiple endings but no
ACTUAL ending (I don't think). Brilliant.. Really great game, cannot wait for the next chapters.. NOTE: since this review they
have added 20 or so additional monsters. I'll revisit this whenever I get the chance to play it.

I'd like to recommend Heroes of a Broken Land as it is in many ways innovative, allowing you to create multiple parties with
fun leveling mechanics in randomized dungeons with a pinch of city building thrown in.

The big problem with this game is that there is no variety at all. You're thrown into a world with enless dungeons, but they all
look the same, which would be forgivable if there was variation in the monsters you fight, but you will fight rats, bats, slimes,
skeletons, and elementals over and over. Each encounter will be the same as the last, and it will all blur together in a forgettable
experience, which is a shame because there is a lot to like but in the end I quickly found myself dreading heading back into
another dungeon or, even worse, defending my city from endless hordes of very easy but time consuming to kill armies of rats
and skeletons that roam the open world portion of the game.
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